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grandfather, a retired worker, often ________ the past with a feeling

of longing and respect. (05/1)A) considers B) contemplates C)

contrives D) contacts2. The damage to his car was_______.

therefore, he could repair it himself. (00/1)A) considerable B)

appreciable C) negligible D) invisible3. My sister is quite _______

and plans to get an M. A. degree within one year. (00/1)A) aggressive

B) enthusiastic C) considerate D) ambitious4. Because a degree form

a good university is the means to a better job, education is one of the

most ________ areas in Japanese life. (98/6)A) sophisticated B)

competitive C) considerate D) superficial5. One of his eyes was

injured in an accident, but after a _____ operation, he quickly

recovered his sight. (97/6)A) delicate B) considerate C) precise D)

sensitive Inspire(4次)1. Although he was on a diet, the delicious food

___ him enormously. (04/6)A) distracted B) stimulated C) inspired

D) tempted 2. The prospect of increased prices has already ______

worries. (00/6)A) provoked B) irritated C) inspired D) hoisted3.

The fuel of the continental missile is supposed to be _______ by this

device. (99/6)A) ignited B) lighted C) fired D) inspired4. Although

he was on a diet, the food __________ him enormously. (98/1)A)

inspired B) tempted C) overcame D) encouraged Fascinate(3次)1.

The boy’s foolish question _____ his mother who was busy with

housework and had no interest in talking. (05/12)A) intrigued B)



irritated C) stimulated D) fascinated2. The circus has always been

very popular because it ____ both the old and the young.(03/9)A)

facilitates B) fascinates C) immerses D) indulges3. Most people in the

modern world ____ freedom and independence more than anything

else. (03/6)A) embody B) cherish C) fascinate D) illuminate

Feasible(3次)1. He suggested that we put the scheme into effect, for

it is quite____.(03/12)A) probable B) sustainable C) feasible D)

eligible2. Shoes of this kind are ________ to slip on wet ground.

(02/1)A) feasible B) appropriate C) apt D) fitting 3. I suggest we put

the scheme into effect, for it is quite_______.(00/1)A) eligible B)

sustainable C) probable D) feasible Expel(2次)1. It is my hope that

everyone in this class should __ their errors before it is too late.

(05/12)A) expel B) exclude C) refute D)rectify2. Weve just installed

a fan to ____ cooking smells from the kitchen. (03/6)A) eject B)

exclude C) expel D) exile Facet(2次)1. This book is about how these

basic beliefs and values affect important____ of American

life.(03/12)A) facets B) formats C) formulas D) fashions2. This book

is about how these basic beliefs and values affect important

_______of American life. (00/1)A) fashions B) frontiers C) facets D)
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